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MOTIVATION
Existing work with mobile data sets have largely focused on predic-

tion and recognition. For instance, estimating venue closure based

on previous neighbourhood mobility patterns from a mobile social

network [1], predicting users’ context and activity based on sensor

data available on a mobile device [4], to predicting the evolution of

disease from human mobility data [6].

Often however, we are interested in answering explanatory ques-

tions. Is the existence of a certain type of venue responsible for the

decrease in footfall for another neighbouring venue? Do users who

consistently report higher levels of alertness do so because they

have higher daily activity levels? Or does the existence of certain

types of venue influence the health outcome of an area? The main

distinction between answering these explanatory questions, as op-

posed to prediction or identification, is that it takes us closer to

devising interventions on the necessary variables to influence the

target outcome - whether it be venue closure or disease evolution -

closer to the desired result.

There are challenges that come with answering these explana-

tory questions. The main issue is that data from these mobile sys-

tems are observational, meaning that they did not come from any

controlled experiment. This means that attempts to elicit causation

must look further than correlation; there may be several variables

that confound the influence of one another on the target outcome,

which in turn could also influence each other. However, under a

certain set of assumptions and in combination with other sources

of observational data, we may be able to tackle this problem.

RELATEDWORK
The main toolkit used to approach this problem comes from a

growing literature in causal inference methodology. Roughly, these

methods can be put into two categories: inferring the magnitude

of an effect when we already know the structure of how variables

influence each other, and inferring the structure itself - called causal

discovery. The structure is usually represented by a Bayesian Net-

work, often called a Causal Bayesian Network (CBN), or more

recently, a Structural Causal Model (SCM) [3].

Attempts to use these tools for explanatory questions in the

mobile literature is under-explored. Existing work has started to

look at how certain treatments, such as the amount of exercise and

sociability measured by sensors, affect self reported outcomes such

as stress [5]. Or attempts to find the effect of certain types of venues

on health outcomes, such as sporting facilities on antidepressant

prescriptions, using crowd-sourced data [2].

However, many significant issues remain for valid inferences

under these circumstances. First and foremost is the problem with

confounding; in most mobile scenarios, we do not have complete
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knowledge of the causal structure at hand. We can make strong

assumptions but this decreases the significance of our inferences.

Additionally, evaluating the inference is not straightforward, as

there is no ‘ground truth’ - this is what we are searching for in

the first place. This means we have to result to using synthetic or

semi-synthetic data: data that has been constructed based on the

observed dataset, where we are in control of the ‘true effect’.

OUTLINE
The presentation is about post-hoc analysis and its potential with

the increase in observational data, a large portion of which comes

from mobile devices.

We then talk about the challenges that come with this type of

analysis, and the currently available tools to tackle them, along

with the required assumptions.

Specifically, we look at the graphical representation of confound-

ing, and the two main strategies that can be used to resolve it, and

some specific techniques that fall into these two categories. We

show that there is no way to estimate causal effects without the

use of assumptions.

We will then look at the problem that comes with trying to

evaluate these estimates.
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